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Alta Planning + Design3
Special Thanks: Dan Goodman (Toole Design), Hannah 
Twaddell2, Eliot Rose (Metro), Kim Voros3, Hugh Louch3, 
Lindsay Martin2, Gary Jensen1, Christopher Douwes1, Jon 
Walker2, Frank Proulx (Toole Design)
Atlanta Regional 
Commission
How do we identify bike projects 
that will better serve local centers—
both urban and suburban—in a 
consistent way?
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City of Baltimore
We have a sidewalk inventory, but 
we need a pedestrian measure 
that’s more policy sensitive for 
planning & benchmarking.
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Caltrans District 4
How are our state highways 
impacting local bicycle access?
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City of Fort Collins 
(CO)
How can we measure bicycle 
network quality change over time?
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Portland Metro
Where are the gaps in regional bike 
& ped networks?
How well does the Regional 
Transportation Plan address them?
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How do we get beyond 
facility inventories & 
one-time analyses?
Measuring connectivity instead of 
quantity can capture…
 The value of individual facilities 
(or of missing pieces!) to the 
network as a whole
 The ability of the network to 
connect people walking & biking 
to places they want to go
 The quality of a network, in part 
or all together
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Guidebook goals
 Define connectivity analysis
 Scan network connectivity in 
research & practice
 Provide menu of bike & ped
measures
 Document in actual planning 
contexts
 Transfer lessons learned & 
recommend best practices
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Network connectivity: you know it when you 
see it?
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Network connectivity: what if we add bike 
lanes and bike boulevards?
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Network connectivity: how about schools 
& parks??
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It depends on how you 
measure it
 We organized into 4 general 
analysis methods
 Facility Type or Quality 
Measures may be added to any 
of the methods.
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Planning Context
We identified roles for connectivity 
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Analysis Method
Four types, falling into two major 
categories
 Form-based
 Calculated over defined area
 Measures mainly potential 
connectivity
 Low to moderate complexity
 Route-based
 Calculated between sets of origins 
& destination
 More closely measures realized 
connectivity
 Moderate to high complexity
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Sidewalk Density Bicycle Facility Completeness
Form-based




Data varies by context & method
 Bike & Ped Facility Data




 Roadway design characteristics
 Traffic volume and/or speed
 Heavy vehicle traffic
 Potential obstacles (e.g. driveways)






 All meeting threshold
 Quality/preference weighted
 Routes
 Entire network (self-connectivity)
 From single point (travelshed)
 Between specific origins and 
destinations
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Measuring 
Connectivity: Package
Aggregate the component scores
 Map
 Small area score
 Network summary score
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Simple Mapping
 Visual analysis is common to 
identify network gaps & 
opportunities
 At right, results of a network 
segment & intersection quality 
rating (Route Quality Index)
 Difficult to make objective 
comparisons
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Small Area Scores
 Scores for many segments or 
routes can be summarized to 
small areas.
 At right, access to a basket of 
destination types is shown for 
each census block (People for 
Bikes BNA tool).
 Small area scores are easier to 
compare across areas or over 
time.
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Network Summary 
Scores
 Depending on the planning 
context and method, scores can 
be summarized to the entire 
network.
 The results at right are based on 
population-weighted small area 
scores for entire regional bike 
networks (People for Bikes BNA)
 Network scores are comparable 
over time or between different 
networks (current/planned or 
across regions)
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Overlays
Connectivity results can be overlaid 
with other data to suit the planning 
context or for additional analysis
 Sociodemographics (equity)
 Crash data (safety)
 Use data (demand)
At right, poverty rates are overlaid 
on bicycle network quality (Level of 
Traffic Stress)
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Method & Measure Fact Sheets
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Case Study: Caltrans 
District 4
 Context: Measure bicycle mobility 
across state highway corridors 
(project planning, prioritization, 
funding, and benchmarking)
 Method: Route directness
 Data: Routable bike network, state 
highways, and supporting
 Metrics: Shortest paths along low-
stress segments
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Case Study: Caltrans 
District 4 Results 
(map)
 Maps for each corridor w/ 
individual crossing scores. 
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Case Study: Caltrans 
District 4 Results 
(summary scores)
 Summary scores for corridor by 
directness level
 Could be compared between 
corridors and over time
 Could also calculate a summary 
for all corridors in jurisdiction to 
benchmark overall performance 
over time.
Agency plans to add bike & ped
permeability scores to its 20-year 
planning process.
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 Connectivity goals common; 
measurement less so
 Mostly visual/qualitative
 More common & more 
advanced methods for bicycling
 Intersections often omitted
 Mostly urban
 Measures often modified
 Data standards & archiving 
lacking
 Lack of validation for many 
measures
 Agencies excited about 
possibilities!
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What’s Next? (beyond 
the guidebook)
 Improved data standards
 “Turnkey” connectivity analysis 
tools
 Continued research and 
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More Information
 Download the guidebook & Case study 
reports https://tinyurl.com/yauxeufw
 Joe: http://orcid.org/0000-0001-7753-
501X (research) | jbroach@pdx.edu
 Related FHWA work 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environme
nt/bicycle_pedestrian/publications/
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